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Introduction

The new structure of assessment at Advanced level has been introduced for teaching from
September 2008. The specifications are designed to build on the knowledge, understanding and
skills established in GCSE English and in the National Curriculum Programmes of Study for Key
Stages 3 and 4.
The specifications are set out in the form of units. This Coursework Guidance is provided in
addition to the specifications to support teachers in understanding the detail necessary to
prepare candidates for the Advanced Subsidiary coursework unit: F652: Texts and Audiences.
It is important to note that the Specification is the document on which assessment is based; it
specifies the content and skills to be covered in delivering a course of study. At all times,
therefore, this coursework guidance booklet should be read in conjunction with the
Specification. If clarification on a particular point is needed then reference should be in the first
instance to the Specification.
OCR recognises that programmes of teaching and learning in preparation for this qualification
will vary from centre to centre and from teacher to teacher. This Coursework Guidance is
offered to support teachers and it is recognised that individual teachers may want to make
modifications to the suggested materials and approaches. Further support is offered through the
OCR Coursework Consultancy service for GCE English Language (see OCR website for
details).
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Summary of Unit Content

Unit F652: Texts and Audiences
The focus of this internally-assessed unit is a study of a range of written and multimodal texts.
Candidates are required to produce a folder of coursework of a maximum of 3000 words. There
are two tasks:
Task 1: Text Study - an analytical essay on a study of one written and one multimodal text;
Task 2: Adaptive Writing and Commentary.
Task 1: Text Study
This is an analytical essay and candidates should choose two texts, one written and one
multimodal. There is no prescribed length of original text and candidates are required to include
both texts with submission of the coursework folder.
Candidates should show awareness of audience and purpose, and the social and cultural
context in which the texts were produced.
Candidates should be able to analyse meaning and phonological, lexical, morphological and
grammatical features of each text.
The quality of written communication is important and candidates are required to write
coherently and accurately, using appropriate terminology.
Task 2: Adaptive Writing and Commentary
This is an adaptive writing task where candidates select one of the texts from Task 1 and adapt
it for a different audience and/or purpose. The adapted text can be produced in any of the three
modes: spoken, written or multimodal. It can be the same as or different to the original text.
In the adapted text, candidates should be able to:
•

demonstrate expertise in using English creatively and appropriately in producing a text
for a specific audience and purpose.

In the commentary, candidates should be able to:
•

demonstrate an awareness of audience, purpose and genre

•

discuss the lexical and syntactic choices made

•

evaluate their own writing, discussing any difficulties encountered in adapting the
original text.

The quality of written communication is important and candidates are required to write
coherently and accurately, using appropriate terminology.
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Range of Texts
Candidates are expected to be familiar with a wide range of different texts.
The following are suggested areas of study.
Written texts:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multimodal texts:
(texts used simultaneously)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GCE English Language

Poetry
Prose fiction
Drama
Tabloid and broadsheet journalism
Travel writing
Biography
Advertising material
Music of film reviews
Magazine articles
Leaflets
Letters
Diaries
TV presentations
Illustrated books
Films
Music videos
Cartoons
Illustrated talks
Computer games
Web-based texts
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Coursework Guidance

Unit F652: Texts and Audiences
Sample materials: Set 1
Task 1: Text Study
The two texts chosen for analysis are the poem If by Rudyard Kipling (written) and an
advertisement for a ring (multimodal).
Text 1: Written
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‘If’, Rudyard Kipling, The Nations Favourite Poems, 1996, BBC Books

Analysis of this poem would focus on poetic features, showing how the writer has used the form
of verse to achieve his purpose of offering advice on what he considers to be important values
and ways of behaving in life.
For the most part this is a poem of statement, which intends to persuade. The sentences are
declamatory and the tone conversational (If you can keep your head.) There is little use of
figurative language and the meaning is fairly straightforward.
Candidates would be expected to comment on the verse structure. The structure of each verse
is almost regular with an eight line stanza of usually iambic pentameters, a regular rhyme
scheme (which they could discuss fully) and a skilful use of repetition of lexis, syntax and
prosody to reinforce the points being made.
The whole poem is structured around the subordinate if clauses and their elaboration with the
final two lines of the fourth stanza providing the main clause (Yours is….it) which makes a more
straightforward statement and delivers an opinion on human worth and value.
If one considers the first verse, for example, we see how the whole is constructed and how
balance, with respect to lexis and prosody, are used to drive home the points being made, with
most lines having an internal balance dependent upon the placing of the caesura and with each
first line, or first part of the line, being balanced by the next. Thus keep is balanced with losing,
trust with doubt, with a slight deviation in the last line which also sums up the impact of the
stanza. The pattern is similar in the other verses, and the poem as a whole directs us to some
of the important values of human life; trust, doubt, love, hatred, integrity and fortitude, with
Triumph, Disaster and the Will being personified to give them extra force.
Candidates would need to continue with a fairly full analysis of the lexis, prosody and rhetoric of
each of the verses and some consideration of the ‘impact’ of the closing lines of the whole.

GCE English Language
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Text 2: Multimodal

Ring advert, Mail on Sunday, colour supplement, June 2007, © Brooks and Bentley

The language of advertising and the typical features illustrated would be the main focus of the
analysis of this text. The aim of the advertisement is clearly to persuade people to purchase the
four leaf clover jewelled ring, shown in the large picture at the top of the page. This
advertisement appeared in a newspaper colour supplement so the target audience would be
readers of that publication.
This example is typical of a range of multimodal advertisements in which the visual prominence
of the article itself, the deep rich green and the shining gold, serve to arrest the reader’s
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attention and to suggest wealth and exclusivity. The ring is being advertised through
association with the rarity and good fortune attributed to the four leaf clover, after which the ring
is ‘named.’
The text itself supports the visual impact stressing timeless fortuity and a lifetime of wealth,
health and happiness which is traditionally associated with such a clover and therefore, by
association, with the possession of the ring. This is a typical advertising feature where
language is used to appeal to the perceived needs of the target audience. In this sense more
than a ring is being offered.
Advertisers often take a product-centred approach, claiming that their goods are goods of high
quality and this advert is typical in this sense. The paragraph headed sparkling white diamonds
stresses unrivalled elegance, luxury and exquisite design and it concludes with the added
promise of faith, hope, love and luck. Exclusivity is assured as the ring is available exclusively
from Brooks and Bentley.
Only in the last paragraph is money mentioned – although there is the half-price caption in the
top right hand corner. This paragraph moves purposely in decorous language to the detail of
how to buy this beautiful ring with its intangible associations. The instalments are for your
convenience and the ring is displayed within its own luxurious presentation case. We are
invited to share in its glorious splendour. Payment is delayed.
All of these are standard advertising features on which candidates could comment. Further
analysis could discuss the inclusion of an order form and the prominent display of the contact
details in the bottom corners of the page.
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Task 2: Adaptive writing and commentary
Adaptive writing: speech for a school speech day
You are about to leave the sheltered environment of the school and, in all
probability, you will need to decide what your own values are and to hold to
them as best you can.
I would suggest to you that above all you will need to show good judgement,
even if others don’t. You will need to trust yourself and what you believe,
even when other people are scornful of you and your beliefs.
Be patient always and consider things carefully. Hold to what you think the
truth, whatever the cost. Don’t let the opinions of others shake your belief in
yourself, yet avoid appearing as a goody-goody or as a know-all.
Dream dreams about what the world might be like and what you might do
with your life, but don’t live in a dream world. Keep your feet on the ground
and don’t over react when you succeed or when you fail. Life, I’m afraid, will
probably give you success and failure. Try to meet both with some restraint.
Don’t put your trust in wealth. It has its place. We all, in our sort of society,
need an income, but you as a person are always more than you possess.
Remember that.
Be open hearted to all men, rich and poor, high and low, and approach each
individual with courtesy and understanding.
And work hard. Make the most of your talents. Enjoy yourselves but work
hard for yourselves and for the good of other people.
If, my young friends, you can live in the spirit of these thoughts of mine you
will have lived a worthwhile life whatever happens.
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Commentary on adaptive writing: speech for a school speech day
Candidates would begin by explaining that they had chosen to adapt a poem into a speech to
be delivered at a school speech day. The poem was produced in the written mode and the
speech is written to be spoken.
The purpose of the speech remains similar to the purpose of the original, namely to persuade or
advise on how life should be lived, but the audience is narrowed down quite considerably.
Kipling’s audience is wide and the style is declamatory, whereas the audience for the speech is
students of one school about to move on into the wider world. The opening paragraph identifies
the context and the audience.
The verse form and the prosodic features of the rhyme and the metre are set aside and the
rhetorical balancing and antithesis of the poem are not retained. The speech is didactic and
often imperative (Be patient, Make the most, Remember that) as in the poem but the language
and the tone of the whole is less rhetorical and more conversational than the original. (You will
need to decide…are.)
There are no declamatory ifs and the speaker is less assured (life will probably..) and less
emphatic than Kipling (as best you can.) Thus I would suggest replaces certainty but, like the
poem, the speech does suggest how the emerging adult might behave and what sort of values
he might embrace. The grand abstracts of the poem, such as love, hatred, integrity and trust
are set aside and a lexis adopted which is more common place (goody-goody, know-all, keep
your feet on the ground.)
There is some attempt in the speech to suggest what ‘dreams’ might mean and to say how
wealth and its possession might be seen. Throughout it is more down to earth and more
immediately relevant to this particular audience.
The concluding short paragraphs attempt to say something which is directly and particularly
relevant to the young men (Enjoy yourselves but…other people). In the last paragraph the
speaker identifies with those whom he addresses (my young friends) even if he allows himself
to end on a high note with reference to a worthwhile life.

GCE English Language
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Sample materials: Set 2
Task 1: Text Study
Text 1: Written
The two texts chosen for analysis are the opening to Charles Dickens’ Our Mutual Friend
(written) and a magazine article on the subject of egg donation (multimodal).

Our Mutual Friend, Charles Dickens first published 1864-5
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The candidate who wrote about this written text could explore how the choice and use of
language serve the purpose of the opening of a novel, namely to give us a context, to begin a
narrative, to introduce us to central characters and to place the reader in relation to the novelist
and the characters of the novel.
The reader is addressed directly (in these times of ours) and the language is often chosen for its
phonological effects (especially onomatopoeia) as well as its meaning (ragged, grizzled, slime,
ooze.) The connotations of these words strengthen the sense of mystery and evoke in the
reader a feeling of repulsion towards the scene described.
The first paragraph locates the action, London and the River Thames, and the atmosphere
throughout is uninviting, indeed threatening. The lexical fields of boats (pair of sculls, rudderlines, stern, rudder) and river workers (fisherman, waterman, lighterman, river-carrier) are used
to add cohesion and to further establish the setting.
The characters introduced as two figures are father and daughter and they are searching for
something – The father gazes, his look is intent and the daughter watches her father with
intensity and with a touch of dread or horror. The lexical choices here help to suggest the
relationship between the two characters as well as their attitude towards the task in hand.
The writing is very descriptive with adjectives used to describe the boat, dirty and disreputable
with a rusty boathook. Pre-modifying adjectives are used to describe the man,( a strong man
with ragged grizzled hair and a sun-browned face.) He is later described as half-savage with
matted head and a wilderness of a beard. In contrast, the writer provided very little description
of the daughter, referring to her throughout as the girl. This has the effect of distancing her from
the reader and in doing so raising the readers’ sense of curiosity.
Few words are spoken between the two characters and those that are to the purpose in hand,
whatever that is, rowing the boat and searching the river. The sense of mystery is effective in
fulfilling the purpose of an opening to a novel, as it holds the attention of the reader encouraging
him/her to read on.
Candidates could discuss syntax and the effects achieved. In syntactical terms the writer
incorporates many long, complex sentences. Three short, simple sentences are used to
foreground the father’s commands to his daughter, (Keep her out, Lizzie. Tide runs strong here.
Keep her well afore the sweep of it.)
The analysis might continue exploring in more detail how the atmosphere is established, the
suspense heightened, the relationship between the two characters suggested and the narrative
advanced, or at least made ready to do so as, in the last paragraph, the boat jerks and the man
stretches out from the stern of the boat with its outline sketched, perhaps of a human form, in
diluted blood.

GCE English Language
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Text 2: Multimodal
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Egg Donation Article, Mail on Sunday, ‘You’ Magazine, July 1st 2007
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Analysis might usefully begin by outlining the audience and purpose of the piece. In this case
the audience is readers of You magazine, the supplement which accompanies the Mail on
Sunday. The purpose of the article is twofold, to entertain and to inform readers in general
terms about egg donation and in specific terms about the experience of one young woman.
This is a multimodal text, where the two colour photographs included are intended to be viewed
alongside the written text and to add something to the meaning of the whole article. The
photographs are of a healthy and happy looking young woman, the 20-something single woman
referred to in the sub-heading. The writer makes frequent references to the fact that the donor
featured is well educated (she has a degree in Biomedical Science, at Leeds University, where
she works as a biomedical researcher.) This presents the donor in a very positive light, as
someone who is intelligent, responsible and credible.
The article is typical in its use of graphological features. It has a quote in large lettering to catch
the attention of readers. Underneath the quote, in bold text, is a question which the article is
purporting to answer. This is the ‘hook’ of the article. If readers are interested enough to want
to know the answer to the question they will read on.
The lexical fields used relate to the central topic of egg donation (eggs, egg donors, donor eggs)
and to other areas from the medical world. Many terms relate to illnesses (mental illness,
hepatitis, HIV, epilepsy, haemophilia) and also to medical treatments, especially those directly
related to the topic of conception (hormone treatment, IVF, hormone sprays, follicle stimulating
hormone, minor surgery). The lexical fields help to make the article cohesive and to place the
issue of egg donation within the wider context of medical conditions and treatments.
The article is written entirely in Standard English and most of the sentences are syntactically
quite complex, often being several clauses long with multiple co-ordination and sub-ordination.
There is evidence of background research demonstrated in the use of facts and figures (In
April 2005, a change in the law, Every year 4700 of the 3500 women, In Britain the
payment…..is illegal, 1500 donors needed each year) and in the reference to official
organisations (Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (HFEA), National Gamete
Donation Trust). These suit the informative purpose of the piece, adding credibility to the
article.
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Task 2: Adaptive writing and commentary
Adaptive writing: radio transcript
Presenter

hello and welcome to this weeks edition of woman to woman (.) the programme
which looks at issues facing women today (1) this weeks topic is the sometimes
controversial subject of egg donation and my guests in the studio today are pip
morris (.) a donor recruitment manager (.) and sarah harris who is an egg donor
(.) good morning to both of you

Pip

[good morning

Sarah

[morning

Presenter

if i could start first of all with you pip

Pip

sure

Presenter

can you explain for us (.) by way of er introduction (.) exactly what egg donation
is and why it is why it is necessary

Pip

yes (.) erm every year thirty five thousand women in this country undergo ivf
treatment and about four thousand seven hundred actually find that they are
unable to produce their own eggs [which

Presenter
Pip

[why would that be
well there are a variety of possible reasons (.) it could be (.) it may be because of
premature menopause or er cancer treatment or it could be due t to loss of
ovaries through disease

Presenter

right yeah (.) so donors are needed to provide these women with eggs

Pip

yes and there is a vast shortage of donors (.) its not unusual for women to wait
two years for donor eggs

Presenter

which is where my second guest comes in (.) im very pleased to have with us
sarah harris who had who recently decided to become an egg donor at the age of
(.) twenty nine (.) hello sarah

Sarah

hi

GCE English Language
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Presenter

could you tell us a bi a little about what made you become (.) a want to become
an egg donor

Sarah

yes (.) when i was a student i did a project on egg donation as part of my phd (.) i
was twenty one at the time and it was a re a real eye opener for me t to see what
some women had to go through (.) i remember i remember feeling really sorry for
women who were going through loads of unsuccessful cycles of ivf

Presenter

so you wanted to do something to help

Sarah

yes exactly (.) later on i saw an ad a poster asking for people to be donors and i i
thought it was something i might like to do

Presenter

that must have been a big decision for you to make

Sarah

yes it was but i j i just felt that i wanted to do something but i was also a bit afraid
of the prospect

Presenter

mm (.) so what happened once you decided to apply

Sarah

well i had an initial appointment with an egg donation co ordinator who was really
nice and then i went through medical screening and then a series of counselling
sessions which were really [helpful

Presenter

[perhaps i could bring pip back in at this point (.) id
like to ask what sort of things you would discuss with a potential donor

Pip

well often we are dealing with women who are in a stable relationship and we
would want to speak to the couple together in order to (.) its important to make
sure that both partners are aware of what is involved in egg donation (.) of course
if a child wants to contact the egg donor at a later date then both partners will be
affected
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Presenter

yes of course (.) this is presumably something sarah which you which you have
thought about (.) how do you feel about being contacted in the future and how do
you think your own partner or children might feel

Sarah

i was a bit worried at first but now i feel comfortable about explaining to a future
partner and to to my own children about my er egg donation (.) i have written a
message to be given to any children conceived with my eggs once they reach
eighteen (.) the message explains that i would understand if they wanted to get in
touch so they will know that i am happy to meet them

Presenter

so you might have a string of children wanting to meet you in the future

Sarah

well i have donated twelve eggs so i hope that some of them will lead to
successful pregnancies

Presenter

sarah thank you so much for coming to talk to us today and thank you also to pip
(1) my guest next week will be jo bridges who will be here to discuss heart
disease and the steps which can be taken to prevent it

(.) until then (.)

goodbye

GCE English Language
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Commentary on adaptive writing: radio transcript
Candidates would need to begin by providing an outline of the task which they have selected, in
this case an adaptation of a magazine article into a transcript of a radio programme. Comments
should be made on the change of audience and /or purpose and on how this has affected the
language choices. Much of the commentary will then focus on the changes made.
Comments should be made on the content explaining which parts of the original have been
omitted, which parts retained and for what purpose. If new material has been added this should
also be discussed. The original article on egg donation included too much material for a radio
programme so the adaptation has focussed on several key questions which would probably be
of interest to the listeners: Why is there a need for egg donation? Why did Sarah decide to
become a donor? How did Sarah get involved? What kinds of things are discussed in the
counselling sessions and how does Sarah feel about the prospect of being contacted in the
future? The questions from the presenter are included to address these key points of interest
and the answers provided are all based closely on direct quotes from Sarah and Pip used in the
article.
In the transcript Sarah reveals that she was a bit afraid and a little worried at first. These details
have been added to make the discussion seem realistic as these are the sorts of feelings that
someone might reveal when in conversation with other women.
A key change in the adaptation is from the written to the spoken mode, so much of the
commentary would focus on the differences between spoken and written English. Discussion
should cover the inclusion of turn-taking, interruptions and overlaps and non-fluency features.
Examples should be provided of the inclusion of pauses, fillers, false starts (it could be it may
be), self corrections (that i wouldn’t that i would), and repetitions (i remember i remember, why it
is why it is necessary.)
The lexis of spoken English is typically less formal than that of written English but the language
included here is still fairly formal. This is deliberate as this is not an informal chat amongst
friends. The subject matter is quite serious and the speakers take the subject seriously
themselves. The presenter has had time to think about the wording of her questions in
advance, Pip is representing the voice of the expert and we know from the article that Sarah is
an educated woman and her lexis reflects this.
Further comments could focus on the structure of the programme, with the inclusion of typical
introductory and concluding comments, and on any changes which were made between drafts.
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Sample materials: Set 3
Task 1: Text Study
The two texts chosen for analysis are a collection of recipes (written) and a charity appeal letter
(multimodal).
Text 1: Written

GCE English Language
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The National Teapot Trail, © Trail Publishing Ltd., 1999
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This is a collection of cake and pudding recipes from a book entitled The National Teapot Trail
which is a guide to teashops in Britain. The recipes have come from a number of teashops,
which are featured in the book. The audience is therefore readers of the book.
Analysis of these texts might begin by outlining the normal expectations of a recipe,
demonstrating how these recipes follow a standard format. In terms of layout, the name of the
dish (Chocolate Cheesecake, Rich Chocolate Cake, Poppyland Fruity Slice, Apricot & Maple
Syrup Pudding) is clearly displayed in large lettering, using a different font, at the top of the
recipe. The ingredients are listed below the name of the dish, giving quantities in grams and
ounces (50g (2oz) cornflour). The numbered instructions are listed below the ingredients (1.
Melt the margarine….) All of these are typical features which we would expect to find in a
written recipe. Three of the four recipes here provide details of their origins, As served at
Bonnet’s Tea Room & Chocolate shop. This connects this part of the book with the earlier parts
which describe the teashops.
Candidates would be expected to discuss the purpose of a recipe, to provide instructions, and
the need for directions to be clear and precise with no ambiguity. All four recipes have
numbered instructions and some of the numbered sections include more than one instruction.
All instructions include imperative verbs (melt, crush, beat, mix, bake) telling the reader exactly
what to do in order to prepare the dishes. Adjectives are used throughout with many noun
phrases being pre-modified (large free-range eggs, soft brown sugar, self-raising flour.) The
purpose of these is again to provide detail, in order to enable the audience to select the exact
ingredients needed. Some pre-modifiers are used to suggest a previous process which the
ingredients need to have undergone before being suitable for these dishes, (whipped double
cream, melted plain chocolate, ground almonds, chopped cherries.)
A mixture of sentence types is used. Many sentences are short and simple including only one
instruction, (Melt the margarine, oil a 2 pint pudding basin.) Others are compound including two
instructions, (Pour the maple syrup into the base and arrange apricot halves in the bottom.)
Further guidance on how to follow the instructions exactly is provided by the use of the
preposition until, as in, until well aerated, until smooth, until it is light and soft, until set. All of the
recipes here use numerals to show measurements 12”, 9”), quantities (175g/6oz), temperatures
(180c/350F/Gas4) and times (for 45 minutes.) Not all of the times given are exact (for approx.
15 minutes) which allows for the fact that cookery is not always an exact science.
Some recipes include extra tips such as, Using ground almonds instead of flour produces a
marvellously light cake and serving suggestions, Serve with whipped cream flavoured with
Cointreau. All of these features are standard recipe features on which candidates could
comment. Further comments could be made on the ways in which language is used throughout
these texts to achieve the purpose of instructing, providing as much assistance as possible to
enable the audience to successfully bake the cakes and puddings.
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Text 2: Multimodal
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© The Salvation Army
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This is a multimodal appeal letter where visual elements link with the written text to achieve the
aim of persuasion. The colour photograph of a young child looking at a book with an older child
links with the first paragraph which is also in colour. We assume that the child represents
Timothy or children like Timothy who are suffering as a result of poverty or illness.
The charity represented is the Salvation Army and their logo is clearly displayed in the top right
hand corner. The audience is recipients of the letter, previous supporters of the charity who are
already sympathetic to the cause. The purpose is to persuade people to donate money
(sending a donation to help our work.)
The letter begins with an imperative, Imagine being a small child, and has a conversational tone
throughout. The writer attempts to engage the reader by addressing them directly, you, and by I
and we to represent the organisation. The reader is invited to be part of the wider family of
supporters and is referred to as a friend (as a friend of The Salvation Army, friends like you.)
Candidates could discuss how the language used is typical of that of an appeal letter, being
deliberately emotive throughout. (constantly in tears, distraught with worry, Anyone who cares
about children.) Also typical is the use of a case-study. This letter outlines the case of one
child, three year old Timothy and then widens the scope to the many families like Tim’s which
leads to the direct appeals help us …by sending a donation and please be generous.
The writer makes use of lexical fields to represent the people helped by The Salvation Army
(families, mother, father, husband, children) the problems suffered by families in need
(sickness, poverty, illness, bereavement, family breakdown) and the care offered by the charity
(love, compassion, practical support, care, help.) These fields also help to add cohesion to the
text, outlining the main focus of the charity’s work.
Repetition is a common advertising feature used throughout the letter to emphasise the name of
the charity being represented. The Salvation Army appears in full eight times and Salvation
Army is used as a pre-modifying adjective four times.
In terms of syntax there is a mixture of simple, compound and complex sentences with some
non standard usage employed for emphasis, (But at least they know they are not alone.) The
sentences are predominantly declarative, outlining the plight of Timothy’s family and the work of
The Salvation Army.
Candidates should focus their analysis on these and any other features of the language choice
and use which serve the purpose of persuading readers to send a donation.
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Task 2: Adaptive writing and commentary
Adaptive writing: magazine article

© The Salvation Army
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Commentary on adaptive writing: magazine article
It would be useful to begin by contextualising the piece, explaining that the letter has been
adapted into a magazine article and outlining the changes to audience and purpose brought about
by this adaptation. In this case the audience has changed from recipients of a letter to readers of
‘Family’ magazine, a fictitious monthly magazine aimed at parents and families. The purpose has
also changed as the purpose of the original letter was to persuade people to send donations to a
charity but the purpose of the magazine article is to inform readers of the work of the charity.
The original text has an obvious tone of appeal, Help us be there, so please be generous which
has not been incorporated into the article. The article’s tone is much more informative, We run
parent and toddler groups and we provide nursery and after-school care to help parents struggling
to cope.
Much of the factual material from the letter has been included but it has been divided into two
sections in the article; the first dealing with the charity and the work it undertakes and the second
presenting Elaine’s story, as a personal account, in the first person.
The first part is structured in question and answer format with a general introduction alongside,
placing the article in context, (As part of our series on the work of national charities….) The
questions have been used to provide a structure to the article and to introduce the main facts
which needed to be included. The answers to the questions rely heavily on the material in the
appeal letter. Much of the article is quoted directly from the letter (We provide summer camps for
children who would otherwise never go on holiday) and in these cases the language is identical to
that of the original. Standard English is used throughout with standard punctuation as would be
expected of an article of this type which is addressing a large audience on a serious topic.
In the case-study, presenting Elaine’s story, Elaine’s language has a conversational tone with the
use of contractions to add to the informality (I’m, don’t, couldn’t.) Colloquial lexis is employed, to
add to the realism of the piece (struggling to make ends meet, really friendly.) The first person
pronoun has been used throughout to present Elaine’s own story. Thoughts and feelings have
been added to make her account seem more personal (I felt very lonely, I felt nervous, I’m still
worried.)
The article is multimodal where visual features work alongside the written text. Colour has been
used to separate sections and a photograph has been included, showing a Salvation Army worker
with a young child.
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Assessment Criteria: Unit F652 Texts
and Audiences

Candidates are required to submit a coursework folder of a maximum of 3000 words. There are
two tasks.
Task 1: Text Study (20 marks)
Candidates produce an analytical study of approximately 1500 words of one written text and a
multimodal text in order to demonstrate knowledge, analysis and critical understanding.
Candidates are assessed on:
AO1: Select and apply a range of linguistic methods; communicate relevant knowledge using
appropriate terminology; coherent and accurate written expression.
AO2: Critical understanding of a range of concepts and issues related to the construction and
analysis of meanings in spoken and written language; use of linguistic approaches.
AO3: Analysis and evaluation of the influence of contextual factors on the production and
reception of spoken and written language; knowledge of the key constituents of language.
Assessment
Step 1: Determine the band
1. Match evidence of achievement against the descriptors for the assessment grid.
2. Use the best fit method, balancing strengths against limitations, to establish the appropriate
band.
Note that assessments refer to bands and do not correlate to grades.
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Step 2: Determine the mark
To determine the mark within the band, consider the following
Descriptor

Award mark

on the borderline of this band
and the one below

at bottom of band

just enough achievement on
balance for this band

1 mark above bottom of band

meets the criteria but with
some slight inconsistency

either
–

middle of band or 1
mark above middle (5
marks in band)

–

1 mark below top of
band (4 marks in
band)

or

consistently meets the criteria
for this band

at top of band

The final mark will reflect the balance of achievement and will take into account the dominant
assessment objectives. The relative weighting of the assessment objectives is:
Unit 652
Task 1
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AO1
5

AO2
5

AO3
10

AO4
n/a
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Task 1: Text Study (20 marks)

AO 1
Band 5
16–20 marks

AO 2

AO 3

AO 1
Band 4
12–15 marks

AO 2

AO 3

AO 1
Band 3
8–11 marks

AO 2

GCE English Language and Literature

• excellent and consistently detailed understanding of the texts
and comprehensive knowledge communicated in relation to the
task undertaken;
• excellent use of a range of linguistic methods effectively applied
to the task;
• consistently coherent and accurate written expression;
• critical terminology accurately and consistently used.
• excellent, well-developed and consistently detailed discussion of
concepts and issues relating to the construction and analysis of
meanings in written and multimodal texts;
• excellent and consistently effective use of relevant linguistic
approaches applied to the task.
• well-developed and consistently effective analysis and
evaluation of the influence of the contextual factors on the
production and reception of written and multimodal texts;
• shows thoroughly detailed and accurate knowledge of the key
constituents of language consistently demonstrated through
detailed analysis of chosen texts.
• good understanding of the texts and relevant knowledge
communicated in relation to the task undertaken;
• good use of a range of linguistic methods with relevant
application to the task;
• good level of coherence and accuracy in written expression, only
minor errors which do not inhibit communication of meaning;
• critical terminology used accurately.
• developed and coherently detailed discussion of concepts and
issues related to the construction and analysis of meanings in
written and multimodal texts;
• clear and good use of relevant linguistic approaches applied to
the task.
• developed, clear analysis and evaluation of the influence of the
contextual factors on the production and reception of written and
multimodal texts;
• shows good knowledge of the key constituents of language with
good detailed analysis of the chosen texts.
• some competent understanding of the texts and some relevant
knowledge communicated in relation to task undertaken;
• some use of a range of linguistic methods with some relevant
application to the task;
• some clear written expression but there are inconsistencies that
inhibit communication of meaning;
• some competent use of critical terminology.
• some developed discussion of range of concepts and issues
related to the construction and analysis of meanings in written
and multimodal texts;
• some competent use of relevant linguistic approaches applied to
the task.
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AO 3

AO 1
Band 2
4–7 marks

AO 2

AO 3

AO 1
Band 1
0–3 marks

AO 2

AO 3

• some attempt to develop the analysis and evaluation of the
influence of the contextual factors on the production and
reception of written and multimodal texts;
• shows some knowledge of the key constituents of language with
some relevant analysis of the chosen texts.
• limited understanding of the texts and only limited relevant
knowledge communicated in relation to task undertaken;
• limited use of a range of linguistic methods with only limited
relevant application to the task;
• mostly inconsistent written expression and errors inhibit
communication of meaning;
• limited use of critical terminology.
• limited discussion of concepts and issues related to the
construction and analysis of meanings in written and multimodal
texts;
• limited or inconsistent use of relevant linguistic approaches
applied to the task.
• limited attempt to develop the analysis and evaluation of the
influence of the contextual factors on the production and
reception of written and multimodal texts;
• limited knowledge of key constituents of language and limited
analysis of chosen texts.
• little or no understanding of the texts and only little or no
relevant knowledge communicated in relation to task
undertaken;
• little or no use of relevant linguistic methods applied to the task;
• inconsistent written expression and persistent errors inhibit
communication of meaning;
• little or no use of critical terminology.
• little or no discussion of concepts and issues related to the
construction and analysis of meanings in written and multimodal
texts;
• little or no use of relevant linguistic approaches applied to the
task.
• little or no analysis and evaluation of the influence of the
contextual;
• factors on the production and reception of written and
multimodal texts;
• little or no knowledge of key constituents of language and little
or no analysis of chosen texts.

Task 2: Adaptive Writing and Commentary (20 marks)
Candidates select either the written or the multimodal text from Task 1 and
•

reproduce it, making it suitable for an audience and/or purpose that is different to that of the
original text
• produce an accompanying commentary that explains the linguistic and stylistic changes and
the difficulties encountered in producing the adapted text.
The adapted text can be produced in any of the three modes: spoken, written or multimodal. It
can be in the same mode as the original or it may be in a different mode.
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Candidates are assessed on:
AO1: Select and apply a range of linguistic methods; communicate relevant knowledge using
appropriate terminology; coherent and accurate written expression.
AO4: Demonstrate expertise and creativity in the use of English in a range of different contexts,
informed by linguistic study.
Assessment
Step 1: Determine the band
1. Match evidence of achievement against the descriptors for the assessment grid.
2. Use the best fit method, balancing strengths against limitations, to establish the appropriate
band.
Note that assessments refer to bands and do not correlate to grades.
Step 2: Determine the mark
To determine the mark within the band, consider the following
Descriptor

Award mark

on the borderline of this band
and the one below

at bottom of band

just enough achievement on
balance for this band

1 mark above bottom of band

meets the criteria but with
some slight inconsistency

either
–

middle of band or 1
mark above middle (5
marks in band)

–

1 mark below top of
band (4 marks in
band)

or

consistently meets the criteria
for this band

at top of band

The final mark will reflect the balance of achievement and will take into account the dominant
assessment objectives. The relative weighting of the assessment objectives is:
Unit 652
Task 2

AO1
5
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AO2
N/A

AO3
N/A

AO4
15
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Task 2: Adaptive Writing and Commentary (20 marks)

AO 1
Band 5
16–20 marks

AO 4

AO 1
Band 4
12–15 marks

AO 4

AO 1
Band 3
8–11 marks

AO 4

AO 1
Band 2
4–7 marks

AO 4
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• excellent and consistently detailed understanding of the texts,
and comprehensive knowledge communicated in relation to the
task undertaken;
• excellent use of a range of linguistic methods effectively applied
to the task;
• consistently coherent and accurate written expression;
• critical terminology accurately and consistently used.
• excellent level of expertise and creativity, informed by linguistic
study, demonstrated in writing for specific audience(s) and
purpose(s) appropriate to task undertaken;
• comprehensive and consistently detailed knowledge of linguistic
features demonstrated in commentary.
• good understanding of the texts and relevant knowledge
communicated in relation to the task undertaken;
• good use of a range of linguistic methods with relevant
application to the task;
• good level of coherence and accuracy in written expression,
only minor errors
• which do not inhibit communication of meaning;
• critical terminology used accurately .
• good level of expertise and creativity, informed by linguistic
study, demonstrated in writing for specific audience(s) and
purpose(s) appropriate to task undertaken;
• relevant knowledge of linguistic features demonstrated in
commentary.
• some competent understanding of the texts and some relevant
knowledge communicated in relation to task undertaken;
• some use of a range of linguistic methods with some relevant
application to the task;
• some clear written expression but there are inconsistencies that
inhibit communication of meaning;
• some competent use of critical terminology.
• some competent level of expertise and creativity, informed by
linguistic study, demonstrated in writing for specific audience(s)
and purpose(s) appropriate to task undertaken;
• some relevant knowledge of linguistic features demonstrated in
commentary.
• limited understanding of the texts and only limited relevant
knowledge communicated in relation to task undertaken;
• limited use of a range of linguistic methods with only limited
relevant application to the task;
• mostly inconsistent written expression and errors inhibit
communication of meaning;
• limited use of critical terminology.
• limited level of expertise and creativity, inconsistently informed
by linguistic study, demonstrated in writing for specific
audience(s) and purpose(s) appropriate to task undertaken;
• limited knowledge of linguistic features demonstrated in
commentary.
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AO 1
Band 1
0–3 marks
AO 4
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• little or no understanding of the texts and only little or no relevant
knowledge communicated in relation to task undertaken;
• little or no use of relevant linguistic methods applied to the task;
• inconsistent written expression and persistent errors inhibit
communication of meaning;
• little or no use of critical terminology.
• little or no expertise and creativity, little or no use of linguistic
study, demonstrated in writing for specific audience(s) and
purpose(s) appropriate to task undertaken;
• little or no knowledge of linguistic features demonstrated in
commentary.
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5

Administration/Regulations

Supervision and Authentication
•

Sufficient work must be carried out under direct supervision to allow the teacher to
authenticate the coursework with confidence.

•

Teachers must verify that the tasks submitted for assessment are the candidate’s own
original work and should only sign the declaration of authentication if this is the case;
they may not qualify the authentication in any way.

Supervision
There are three different stages in the production of the tasks:
•

planning

•

first draft

•

final submission.

The permitted level of supervision is different at each stage.

Planning
It is expected that the teacher will provide detailed guidance to candidates in relation to the
purpose and requirement of the task. This could include discussion on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

selection of appropriate material
an appropriate and effective title
recommended reading
possible structure
how to resolve practical and conceptual problems
research techniques
time planning and deadlines
how the teacher will monitor progress throughout the process to ensure that candidates are
proceeding to plan and deadlines.

First draft
What teachers can do:
•

review the work in either written or oral form, concentrating on the appropriateness of the
title and content; structure; references.

What teachers cannot do:
•
•
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give, either to individual candidates or to groups, detailed advice and suggestions as to
how the work may be improved in order to meet the assessment criteria
check and correct early drafts of sections or the completed tasks
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Examples of unacceptable assistance include:
•
•
•

detailed indication of errors or omissions
advice on specific improvements needed to meet the criteria
the provision of outlines, paragraph or section headings, or writing templates specific to the
task
• personal intervention to improve the presentation or content of the coursework.

Final submission
Once the final draft is submitted it must not be revised:
•
•

in no circumstances are 'fair copies' of marked work allowed
adding or removing any material to or from coursework after it has been presented by a
candidate for final assessment would constitute malpractice.

Authentication
Teachers in centres are required to:
•

sign the authentication form to declare that the work is original and by the individual
candidate
• provide details of the extent and nature of advice given to candidates
• declare the circumstances under which the final work was produced.

Submission of marks to OCR
•

Centres must have made an entry for the unit in order for OCR to make the appropriate
moderator arrangements.

•

Marks may be submitted to OCR either by EDI or on mark sheets (MS1).

•

Deadlines for the receipt of marks are:
January series
June series

10 January
15 May

Teachers and Examinations Officers must also be familiar with the general regulations
on coursework; these can be found in the OCR Administration Guide on the OCR website
(www.ocr.org.uk).

Standardisation and Moderation
The purpose of moderation is to ensure that standards are aligned within and across all centres,
and that each teacher has applied the standards consistently across the range of candidates
within the centre.
•

All coursework is assessed by the teacher
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•

If coursework is assessed by more than one teacher, marks must be internallystandardised before submission so that there is a consistent standard across all
teaching groups in the centre

•

Marks must be submitted to OCR by the agreed date, after which postal moderation
takes place in accordance with OCR procedures.

The sample of work which is submitted for moderation must show how the marks have been
awarded in relation to the assessment criteria.
Coursework word length
•

the maximum permitted length of work in a folder is 3000 words

•

if a folder exceeds this length it must not be submitted to OCR

•

teachers in centres must return the folder to candidates before assessment so that
adjustments to length can be made

•

if folders of excessive length are submitted, a malpractice investigation by OCR is a
possible consequence.

Quotations
If quotations are used, they must be acknowledged by use of footnotes (quotations and
footnotes do not form part of the word count).
Bibliography
All work must be accompanied by a complete bibliography. This must include, for books and
periodicals page numbers, publishers and dates, and for newspaper or magazine articles, titles,
dates and sources (where known). Video and audio resources used must also be stated. For
material taken from Internet sources, the full address is required. So that teachers can
authenticate candidates’ work with confidence, teachers are required to obtain from a copy of all
Internet materials used. If, for any reason, a candidate has used no additional resource
material, a statement to this effect must be included.

Minimum Coursework Required
•

If a candidate submits no work for the unit, then A (Absent) should submitted on the
coursework mark sheets.

•

If a candidate completes some work for the unit then this should be assessed according
to the criteria and an appropriate mark awarded; this could be zero.

Coursework Re-sits
Candidates who re-sit a coursework unit must submit a completely new piece of work for Task
2: Adaptive Writing and Commentary.
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